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CADTH. Overall HRQL was maintained for patients throughout the treatment period, with no decrement observed in EORTC 
QLQ-C30 GHS/QoL for patients treated with IsaKd. No clinically meaningful change (as defined by a 10-point change) was 
observed on either arm. Similarly, C30 PF, RF, and FA scores were maintained through the study in both arms. Average change 
from baseline was <10 points with no significant decreases. Furthermore, pain-related (i.e., C30 PA and MY20 MYDS) scores 
decreased during the first three-four cycles and maintained the achieved level in both arms. Average decrease from baseline 
was <10 points. Overall, these results showed that HRQoL was preserved among patients treated with IsaKd.   

Economic Recommendation 

CADTH Limitation 1a. In modelling overall survival for IsaKd, no survival benefit was assumed for IsaKd and a 
substantial post-progression survival (PPS) benefit was assumed for KD versus IsaKd (pg 13) 
SGZ disagrees with the CADTH re-analysis estimates and price reduction recommendations for IsaKd. Specifically, SGZ 
disagrees with the EGP’s overall survival (OS) projection for IsaKd. The selection of the Gompertz OS curve for IsaKd results 
in a negligible survival advantage of just under 4 months over a lifetime horizon versus Kd. Although the OS data is immature, 
the choice of using a Gompertz distribution to model IsaKd OS is not clinically plausible and should be removed from 
consideration for the CADTH base-case.  

• The IKEMA trial reports very strong clinical data that has been accepted not only by clinicians but also CADTH, as indicated by the 
clinical recommendation. Patients treated with IsaKd see a 47% reduction in the risk of progression, resulting in statistically significant 
and clinically meaningful improvement in PFS, a strong surrogate for survival. Patients also had much deeper responses, as 
indicated by more than twice as many patients achieving MRD- status (29.6%) in the IsaKd arm versus Kd (13%). HCPs suggest 
MRD- as a prognostic indicator for prolonged OS benefit.1  Median duration of response also favored IsaKd (HR = 0.425 [95% CI: 
0.269; 0.672]). The strong clinical data support the use of a more plausible OS curves for IsaKd. 

• The Gompertz model to predict OS for IsaKd does not meet external validity. The Orlowski 2016 study reported 9 year OS of 
bortezomib for RRMM patients whose disease had progressed after an initial response to at least 1 prior line of therapy or had been 
refractory to initial treatment.2 The OS rate at 7.8 years was approximately 15% (for patients receiving bortezomib alone) (Orlowski, 
2016). Compared to IKEMA, patients in this study had worse ECOG performance status scores and experienced more prior 
therapies. Therefore, we would expect IsaKd and Kd in the IKEMA trial to have better OS rate than bortezomib in the Orlowski 2016 
study, which the Gompertz model does not predict as all patients die within 10 years.  

• The Gompertz model is inconsistent with feedback from Canadian HCPs, who unanimously agreed that the Gompertz 
distribution for IsaKd is too pessimistic and not clinically plausible. Using the Gompertz distribution predicts hazard rates 
that are similar between the two arms, which is highly unlikely given the clinical superiority of the triplet compared to the 
doublet, especially one that is viewed as a backbone therapy. Clinicians highlighted evidence supporting an “anti-CD38 
class effect,” whereby treatment with an anti-CD38 result in long-term OS prolongation and a visible ‘tail’, as noted in long-
term OS data for other anti-CD38s, even among patients who have progressed.3   

• According to CADTH, “Clinical experts consulted by CADTH noted that the maximum length of survival for this patient population is 
not expected to exceed 15 years”; however, the choice of OS distribution by CADTH results in all patients dying before year 10.  

• The log-normal model for isatuximab has been accepted by other HTA bodies, including NICE.4 Subsequent validation 
studies demonstrate that OS extrapolations employed by NICE predicted OS reasonably well when compared to more 
mature data, when it became available.5 

• Assumptions around long-term survival benefit should align with precedence established by CADTH in previous MM 
submissions.  For example, EGP assumed a treatment effect of up to 48 months for DRd (4x duration of follow-up), thus 
assuming a treatment effect of 34.7 months beyond median follow-up.6 SGZ requests that a survival model be selected 
that confers similar survival advantage for IsaKd. 

Furthermore, a substantial improvement during the PPS health state was assumed for Kd relative to IsaKd. An analysis 
submitted to CADTH was conducted to test the impact of post-progression treatments, specifically daratumumab, in the Kd 
arm. The Rank-preserving structural failure time (RPSFT) analysis demonstrates that the addition of daratumumab did not 
impact survival. Therefore, predicting a significant PPS benefit for Kd attributable to post-progression treatment is flawed. 

Overall, SGZ would have preferred the use of a clinically plausible model to predict OS for IsaKd and limit the PPS LY gain in 
the Kd arm, as it contradicts the results of the RPSFT analysis. Given the limitations of the EGP reanalyses as described above, 
SGZ supports the consideration of several alternative approaches for modeling IsaKd below (with results summarized in 
Table 1). Although SGZ is not requesting a reanalysis, we would like to highlight that other analysis could have been explored 
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to further address issues around OS, which were not considered in the CADTH re-analysis. Also, the CADTH or proposed 
reanalyses do not assume weekly Kd dosing, which may improve CE profile.  
-Analysis 1: Assume PFS:OS correlation.  Since these outcomes have been demonstrated to be correlated using validation 
surrogacy studies, a deceleration of factor of 2.9 (calculated in Dimopoulos study) was applied to the Gompertz PFS models to 
predict the IsaKd and Kd OS curves based.7 
-Analysis 2: Lower model time horizon from 37 years to 10 years. 
-Analysis 3: Piecewise model using log-normal curve for 5-years beyond treatment cessation for IsaKd patients, upon which 
the same hazard as the Gompertz model was used. This reanalysis would be similar to the assumption used in past RRMM 
model reanalyses. 
-Analysis 4: Uses Weibull model for both IsaKd and Kd OS curves, which would ensure consistency with the ICARIA CADTH 
reanalysis, and ensure external validation against long-term data for Kd from ENDEAVOR trial8, while leading to a very 
conservative ICER. Furthermore, in NICE TA4579 (Kd appraisal) and NICE TA57310 (DVd appraisal), the committees preferred 
Weibull to model OS of Kd, Vd and DVd, in line with data from ENDEAVOR.8 

Table 1: Alternative pharmacoeconomic reanalysis to ensure clinical plausibility (deterministic outcomes) 

 
*w/ 2.9 segment 1 deceleration factor 
**Segment 1 used Lognormal model up to 72 months, Segment 2 used Gompertz (U) model for both treatments w/ duration from 72 to 999 months 

CADTH Limitation 1b & 8: “Assuming an overall survival benefit in the absence of evidence is challenging due to the 
potential impact of subsequent therapy” & "The potential impact of subsequent treatment after disease progression 
was not considered in the sponsor’s model." (pg 13) 
SGZ: A RPSFT analysis was conducted to estimate the treatment effect in absence of switch to subsequent anti-myeloma 
therapy with daratumumab in the Kd arm. The stratified HR for OS from the RPSFT analysis was 0.896 (0.524 to 1.532), which 
is very close to the ITT estimate of 0.882 (0.519 to 1.501), suggesting that administering daratumumab post-progression does 
not impact OS. This analysis further mitigates uncertainty around the impact of subsequent therapy. It also highlights the issues 
with assuming a prolonged PPS benefit in the Kd arm, as assumed in the CADTH re-analysis.  

CADTH Limitation #2: “Comparative effectiveness of IsaKd to relevant comparators is highly uncertain.” (pg 14) 
SGZ: The NMA and MAIC conducted by SGZ followed the best-established practice in the absence of head-to-head trials. 
Despite limitations identified in the ITC against relevant comparators (such as DVd), there is widespread consensus among 
clinicians that “the current standard of care, DVd, is suboptimal with poor efficacy data in both clinical trial and real-world 
Canadian settings.” (CRR, pg 23) OH-CCO DAC agreed it was not appropriate to recommend patients try other treatments 
before initiating treatment with IsaKd. (CRR, pg 24). 

CADTH Limitation #3: “The model lacked flexibility to assess relevant subgroups” (pg 15)  
SGZ: Reimbursement for a specific subgroup is not being sought, and thus submitted a model that covers the full 
reimbursement population, as per the CADTH guidelines.11 Further that segmenting the population by transplant-eligible and 
ineligible patients does not have any material impact since treatment options for all RRMM patients don’t differ based on prior 
transplant status. The IKEMA ITT population was confirmed to be reflective of the relevant Canadian patient population by 
KOLs and the results were anticipated to be generalizable for the Canadian population. Furthermore, the IKEMA ITT population 
includes patients with renal impairment, asthma/COPD, and other co-morbidities that capture the heterogeneity of the Canadian 
patient population.12 Furthermore, IsaKd efficacy results are strong among all subgroups. SGZ is seeking funding for the ITT 
population and not a specific subgroup.  

CADTH Limitation #4: Extrapolation of time to treatment discontinuation (TTD) lacked face validity (pg 14)  
SGZ: CADTH’s assumption that PFS can be used as a proxy to guide TTD does not align with evidence generated in the 
IKEMA trial. Though using PFS as a proxy is not uncommon in HE models, RWE and studies investigating this relationship do 
not consistently demonstrate strong correlations.13,14 Furthermore from the IKEMA trial, there existed a period of time when 
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